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CHAPTER ONE

S,.^ not intended to re-write Sikkimese history.
u2r LT undertaken once we have an
others thaf 11f "' historiography. For this reason, amongst
°s cent ed on he'r' ^^apters. this book
and cominnJ fh >dentifying significant historical sourcesand comparing them with later Sikkimese historiography Therefore
the prime focus for this work is to addr^.c tU. ^^lererore.
fniind within Qjiri^- u- apparent contradictions

SikkimI f tatt^h'̂ "\ f fhe formation of the
more recently there is amarked contrasTin thT^ilf V'"?
Sikkimese statehood with sources arZ l 'nte^pretation of early
in which the Sikkimese state appeared Tk"^"
cise date and events of the comn=,f ' surrounds the pre-
Chos rgyal: Phun tshogs rnam rgyal.Tn lat '"'I'
enthronement of the first Sikkimese kintr BGR, the
moment of Sikkim's construction and h as the defining
of the prophetical tradition surroundingThe^ I
and wisdom ofGuru Rinpoche ' Th^ • ^ blessmgs
ecy of the rnal 'byor mch^bzhi i f
contained in the gter ma works revealed^vTr brothers) as

•niis follows the pattern of identifV^no \ P '̂
of the four gates or doors to the hiddenT-,
southern, eastern and western dirprf located in the northern,
individuals would meet in the centre" oHh'̂
ise the administration of the sacred "idden land and organ-
reUgio-poIitical order: chos srid lu accordance with the
be acting to confirm the wishes nnf *ey would
maintaining the region as an idyllic Rinpoche by
dhism during the degenerate times wL sTtl
yul and Its associated Hterature are fi 11 f traditions of the sbas
actual events, as recorded in sevente
seem to propose amore complicated rU Sikkimese works

Throughout this book anuLer of evem"
introduced, which relate to the pst,Ki- u themes will be
form of Buddhist and 'secular' n.f"' '̂̂ 'e structures, in the
opment of State infrastruct«e; 2TTT ^evel-

oduction of social and politi-

For detaUs of this story see B™.

INTRODUCTION 5

cal stratification, tax collection and an agricultural economy based of
Tibetan principles of land tenure. These systems were subsumed under
an established and recognised royal lineage, which did not appear as
the result of the arrival of Tibetan lamas as proposed in historical nar
ratives such a BGR, but through conflict and alliance. Indeed during
the early years of the Sikkimese royal dynasty, there were a number of
competing assertions ofpower by both Limbu (Sikkimese: Gtsong) and
Lepcha (Sikkimese: Mon) groups.-

The reasons for the production of such a 'history' of Sikkim, will be
one of the main foci of this book, yet at this time, given the infancy
of studies of Sikkimese history and problems with the identification of
source material, it is not possible to provide a comprehensive revision
of seventeenth century events. However, I shall present a number of
key possibilities which may lead, in the future, to a closer examination
of this important period in Sikkimese history. Through the assessment
of contemporary sources I will present two major issues, which may
have contributed to the development of an orthodox historiography
of Sikkim, and shall also highlight a number of events, not found in
later Sikkimeseworks, which lead to the possible assumption that later
Sikkimese historiography was manufactured on the basis of serious
political and religious concerns.

1. Early Inhabitation of Sikkim and the
Lepcha Migrations

Before moving on to other issues relevant to the argument in this
book, it may prove useful to give an overview of early human inhabi
tation in Sikkim and the migrations of the Lepcha in particular. Over
the past forty years a number ofinteresting archaeological discoveries
have been made in Sikkim. The first publication of archaeological finds
was in 1969, when Sikkim was still an independent country, by two
Indian archaeologists N.R. Banerjee and J.L. Sharma. In that article
pubhshed in the journal Ancient Nepal only one specimen was from
Sikkim, a slate chisel, with the remainder of the finds from Nepal.

^ This refers to the signing of the document, known locally as the Lho Mon tshong
gsum agreement. This document is a legal charter, dated 1663, in which all members
of the three communities of Sikkim swear to uphold the law and accept the single
government of Phun tshogs rnam rgyal (see chapter six pages 140-146).
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CHAPTER ONE

The Sikkimese chisel was found in Odhare, near modern Rumtek,
which is more famously known as the exiled seat of the Karmapa. The
chisel was dated by Banerjee and Sharma to the period 1000-200BC.
The date range given by those two scholars appears to be ridiculously
recent, particularly when they identified similarities between these
tools and those found in Assam and the Brahmaputra basin, which are
considered to typically represent the Indian Eastern Neolithic cultural
assemblage, which in more recent years has been dated more realisti
cally as being around 10,000-5,OOOBC.

Since the late 1960s, more numerous finds have been made in Sik-
kim. Neolithic tools have been found from the following places in
Sikkim. Barpak, Gnon, Gor-terang Gytong, Lingden, Linkyong, Ling-
don Manshitong, Sangdong, Sankalong, Terang in North Sikkim
and Shamshmg, Pakhyong' in East Sikkim. In 2004 a team of Indian
archaeologists led by P.K. Mishra. visited Sikkim where he and his
team excavated 29 Neolithic sites and found over 100 stone tools. His
findmgs were later published in 2008 under the title Archaeological
explorauons mSikkim. In that book he noted two important points.
The first was that his findings noted adistinct technological develop
ment mthe production of tools, from chipped tools to polished and
ground tools such as the polished stone axe; acharacteristic tool of the
Neohthic penod. The second key point was one of comparison.

• f ti? M two possible points of
rtltTh l' I ^ assemblage. L noted
in South 'Characteristics with similar findsn South-East Asia mparticular the Hoabinhian culture and dates
th se tools to around 10.000-8,OOOBC. According to MisL the later
poished and ground tools which are dated between 8000-4 OOOBC.
shared similarities to the Sichuan anH Q 4.UUU£»^.
blage. These findings seem to verifV fn u
on the migration of ancient Tibeto Burm''̂ '
interesting article by George van D• • initially in an

In those articles^an Triem co^
of the linguistic history of the Tibeto R
archaeological finds in Sichuan Ca • language family, withSichuan. Gansu. Eastern Tibet. Sikkim. Assam

^ Place names here are rendprpH . j-
maps of Sikkim. ccordmg to the standardised spellings found on

• ••I. r •'
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and South-East Asia in order to propose a theoretical model of the
migration patterns ofancient Tibeto-Burmans."*

Van Driem locates the Tibeto-Burman heart-land in the region of
modern Yunnan and Sichuan provinces, which he terms the centre
ofgravity for Tibeto-Burman languages. He goes on to state that this
heartland roughly corresponds to the Sichuan Mesolithic and Neolithic
cultural assemblages, which dates to c.l1,500-2,OOOBC. He states that
according to linguistic evidence the first division of the Tibeto-Bur
man language family was into what he terms as Eastern and Western
Tibeto-Burman. However, based on van Driem's various subsequent
writings on Tibeto-Burman linguistic phylogeny, it is obvious that he
intends what he once called "Western Tibeto-Burman" to be a col
lection of subgroups encompassing Brahmaputran and probably a
number of other Tibeto-Burman groups in the Northeast of the Sub
continent. Through comparison of Mesolithic finds in both Sichuan
and the Brahmaputra valley, and some northern sites in Burma and
South-East Asia, he argues, based on the work ofa number ofarchae
ologists (Dani 1960: 76, Cheng 1959, Chang 1965 and Wheeler 1959),
that the similarity ofthe technology and materials used to craft tools
have been found in sites from those regions, suggesting a cultural
affinity between early Mesolithic to early Neolithic Sichuan material
culture and the South-East Asian and Indian Eastern Neolithic cul
tural assemblage. In particular he focuses on the appearance of the
shouldered celt and faceted ground axe in Indian Eastern Neolithic
culture and the use of Jadeite in the production of tools: a material
not found in Soutli-East Asia or the Brahmaputra valley. Van Driem
argues that this suggests astrong connection to the Sichuan Neolithic
culture from which this technology originates. He concludes that the
Western Tibeto-Burmans migrated to the Brahmaputra basin and
from there expanded to parts of South-East Asia and the Assamese
hills This seems to suggest that whilst the first inhabitants of Sikkim
may have migrated from the Brahmaputra basin, their own ancestors
migrated to the Brahmaputra basin from Sichuan.

4 n vm has argued, as far back as 1997, that the Sino-Tibetan language family
, , j & .. on the basis of evidence which shows that Sineticmodel the Tibeto-Burman family and not vice versa. This argu-

meSlfcontested by some linguists in the field of Sino-Tibetan and Tibeto-Burman
linguistics.
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CHAPTER ONE

Meanwhile the Eastern Tibeto-Burmans migrated northwards to
Gansu region. Van Driem argues that the north China civilisations
of Peiligang and Gansu originated from Sichuan. He argues this by
stating that the otherpredominant cultures of China in the Mesolithic
period seem unlikely candidates as the forerunner of these northern
cultures as these cultures in northern China were characterised by pol
ished stone and cord-marked pottery, which have not been found nor
associated with Mesolithic hunter-gatherer communities in the other
cultural regions associated with China such as Manchuria. Mongolia,
and Chinese Turkestan. Van Driem argues that it is from the Peiligang
and Gansii regions that the Sino-Bodic languages emerge.

Yangshao Neohthic cuhure (5500-2700BC) succeeded the
'he Majiayao Neolithic(3900 1700BC) succeeded in Eastern Gansii and parts of Qinghai. The

Yangshao and Majiayao cultures were more advanced than their pre-
ecessors ut were still an extension of the previous cultures rather

than anew migration from adifferent cultural zone or anew distinct
culture. In turn from these two cultures, van Driem argues, there were
nTrZTr Z '"Zl''y'he climatic change that
Tav^led ti? ^hmatic change may
push factor ^ fh'''" ° resources which in turn served as a

Se MS i Majiayao cultures.Ue Majiayao culture migrated both west from Gansu along the
mner-Asian trade routes and arr^cc T_T- i
but genetically related Northern Neolithir establish the iater
around 27nn ivnoRr^ jc i in Kashmir and Swat
met and th"en onfr Eastern and South Easternwestern thrust of the MSyrlt*^" With the
the Himalayan alpine tract accLni^^ 'f^T"^
Burman languages in the Neoah hill ^ ^proliferation of Tibeto-these languages'are distinc^fLt A °"'
of the Majiayao culture, pomtin. to ' k™''
account of its indeterminate nn v particular, which onboth affinities with bo~drar^^^^ Jeto-Burman family wit
much earlier migration oattPm tK u ®'̂ '̂ rns to suggest a
from Kashmir across the Himalayan bek' ^^bsequent thrust
may have crosLdThrH^^ estimate that the ancestors of the Lepchas
8.000-4.000BC by Mishra in hi^ u Neolithic finds datedoy Mishra in his recent book. Whether this suggests

>1. •oa.saw. LJU mL j- • —
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that the proto-Lepchas dominated the people of the North Sikkim
Cultural Assemblage, or whether they incorporated them into their
culture is almost impossible to determine. Similarly it isnot altogether
clear whether the proto-Lepcha themselves originated from the Sichuan
or Majiayao Cultural Assemblages though the indication is, as far as
van Driem has stated, that the proto-Lepcha form part of the early
Southerly movement from the Majiayao cultural assemblage. If that is
indeed the case it seems to suggest that the Tibeto-Sikkimese and the
Lepcha share an ancient and distant ancestry as the origins of the peo
ple speaking central Bodish languages such as Lho skad (Sikkimese)
are also to be found in the southerly migrations from Majiayao.

From this evidence it seems clear that Sikkim has been inhabited
since pre-historic times, and that the Lepchas too have resided in the
Sikkimese hills from at least c. 5000BC. However, the dominant forma
tive narrative ofSikkim is grounded in developments that took place
in historical times. This narrative ofSikkim is not only grounded in
the Tibetan Buddhist tradition but specifically within the theoretical
framework of the gter ma and hidden land traditions, and it is these
traditions that I will now turn to.

2. Gter ma and the Identification of Sikkim

The importance of theater ma tradition in Sikkim and its history can
not be understated. It was ultimately the gter ma tradition, in particu
lar the -discoveries' of Rig 'dzin rgod Idem can (1337-1408^ that gave
Sikkim its name: 'Bras mo Ijongs. Prior to Wg dzin rgod Idem can
Sikkim was indistinguishable from the rest of the southern Himalaya,
being defined by the toponyms lho yul, lho mon, mon yul etc. Yet
more important than the identification of Sikkim. was the creation
of Sikkim as asbas yul, ahidden land blessed, according to Rig dzin
ranH Idem can by Guru Rinpoche who came to Sikkim and set it apart
from the mundane world as aworldly paradise for the practice of Bud
dhism when the religion came under threat elsewhere. The idea of the

J, ;!,« hpcn the subject ofnumerous writings (Diemberger 1996,".SruUp 2001, Rlpl, Njod^p 1,98 2000
etc.) and it is worth discussing some of these points briefly.

5 See Nyima Bzang po s
and discoveries of this lama

biography of Rig 'dzm rgod Idem can for details of the life
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WhT °'her) and emplotmen, (literary
Ser^Jf V that history can only be written using avariety
and tZtll >deology, emplotment and argument/explanation
these """"g history outside of
tie aXen" in" ^ ^̂ ^oice about the mode,
thev use tf!l T '^7 the theory or model
Je/neTbl anTdel! """'f '̂ at basis, as all history isall history is metahisto '̂ By rs^etetnf thaV'rh ''

-p'-«::ron th;tr:
tory ? which in turn h! ' ^ '̂̂ at his-
not grounded in truth but°hlTd' ! wisdom but is ultimately
wood's ideas on history (which'Le^ene
as areasonable definition of history nfa > ^y historians
postmodernists, asubjective belief method) are. according to
as the ultimat^e extensLn^f^his discipline of history,
tive and belief-based, how is it p^iurto"
(Jenkins 1991). Asignifiranf n ki objectively know the past
to history .s iti
not been engaged in similar questions Ul h'storians have
on facts and evidence which thpv i f ' historians do rely
tation is not a definitive truth- definition interpre-
certain forms of interpretation" h debate the relevance of
past in its entirety is unknowable an^h"^"
tive truth). History is not about i. defini-
to understand it and this differen attempting
IS an important one. As historia ° post-modernists,
through the interpretation of evem<=T understand history
to these events and facts as awav af^t? 8»ve meaning
ity in an historical period For th' to understand human-
and contested, as if we could trulv
would be universally accented wK- historical writingsy ccepted, which of course they are not.'̂ Ulti-

A look at the history section nf i
this fact by the sheer number of book^writt"' "k"''' '"'°kshop will illustrate
example a bookshop in the west of End^^ period. Foron the Second World War, has alistfn. of L ''Pecifically with books
•worldwartwobooks.com. ® 20,000 titles on its wbsite: ww^v
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mately, then, the post-modern criticism of history is often based on
a misunderstanding of what history is and what, as historians, we are
attempting to do. This has been pointed out by Mary Fulbrook (2000)
in her critique of post-structural comparisons between literature and
history. Arthur Marwick (2001) has also been vocal in his opposition
to post-modern critiques on the irrelevance of history by arguing that
the past, or knowledge of the past, ultimately effects the present and
future. Related to this, I highlight in the conclusion of this book that
history is often (mis)used for political ends by political groups, and
that the academic pursuit of history can serve as a check on politically
motivated historical constructions for the justification of certain (often
oppressive) political practices.'̂ Whilst such criticisms are fundamen
tal to historical theory, it is also important for historians to recognise
the importance ofsome post-modern ideas relating to history; in par
ticular discussions of narrative in historical writing.

It is in this area that Hayden White has made an important con
tribution to the understanding of historiography. In his article "The
value of narrativity in the representation of reality", he makes an
important distinction between narration, i.e. the reporting of events
and reality, and narrativity, which is the imposition of the form of a
story on those events and on reality itself (1980: 6). White notes that in
historical narratives the events are represented as 'speaking for them
selves'- this, he says, is problematic because real events "should not
speak 'should not tell themselves. Real events should simply be". The
problem with narrativisation of real events, according to White, is that
real events do not offer themselves as stories, they just are (1980: 8-9).
He ultimately argues that the value attached to narrativity in historiog
raphy is problematic because it attempts to give closure to reality, to
tell astory of reality, when in actuality, reality and the worid does not
present itself in the form of anarrative with abegmning, middle and
end This idea is important for Sikkimese historiography, where there
is a presentation of astory revolving around three principal points:
prophecy (beginning), event or the interpretation of events based on
prophecy (middle), and the fulfilment of prophecy (end). In this book

T^. ^.,1^ the attempt by extreme right wing political parties inAn obvious examp history of the Nazis and theSecond World
Europe to unwrite the Ho oca attempt to 'liberate' history from the 'subjective'
War. Many post-modernis s w unwittingly, give much needed philosophical
representations of historians & ' .. far-right.
ammunition to the Holocaust deniers ot tne r g
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toe on h H refurbishment of monasteries have areligious
thermore L'T ^e accumulated Furthermore over time buildings fall down, are destroyed by fire or war

It becom slfffi 'hese possibilities in method
in treTcadef u as history
mythLl element increasingly problematic when
Sfof la ™ h'T " as the (unaided)nignt Of lamas and other miracubus deed<; ^urh n • i i •
torians uncomfortable as being Pm, nH f
they would instantly disregard such Tj! methodology
eenerallv believerl fhat > • • c "^^nts on the basis that it isunaided. What this exampirundertall irth '̂fH
in the method of academic historir=.l fundamental difference
kimese or Tibetan historiography HoJe"
has asocial function, and it is inoperative fn K"""felling also
the importance of this as a m for historians to understand
ft. pe.pl. ..d ™r .h. of

Lincoln (1989) has added an interestina
tion of myth. He argues that myth as th ''̂ fini-
IS more subtle than astory which iq'nnt u™ ™mmonly used,
relationship of superiority between the ! actually designates a
as myth and so untrue) and the peonl identifies astory
originate, who believe the stnr,, t„ u ^ the story
system of power in operation hpu ^ (1989: 24). This implies a
assertion of the myth and those whTreKa°rd\h''°
coin, as away of negating the relaf untrue. Lin-
inferiority, argues that a suitahlp power and superiority/
and fable (which all share simila ^ of myth, history, legend
on the basis of whether the narraf^ "s^ratives) should be formulated
truth and whether that truth-a<;<:p ^^^^rnpt to assert some form of
In such away he identifies a fahl^ accepted by their audience,
assertion and so is accepted bv fh that has no truth-
narrative that is presented as truth h". ." ^'̂ g^nd as a

IS discredited by its audience;

In Britain during thp
to locate historical site« n there was thf. u•i
Tower ofLotidnn u example W;,. ft, pvicivce o( trying
of Parliament decl^e^tV "^P^^ws of Richa^rdlir^* to locate the room in the

^BBBs&ess
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history, which asserts truth and is accepted; and myth which has cred
ibility and authority. What he means by authority is that myth has an
element of social authority in that it acts as a charter or blueprint for
society itself.'" This is quite an interesting idea insofar as this relates
to the construction of Sikkimese historical narratives and the role of
these narratives in the construction of Sikkimese nationhood (see
chapter seven for details). As the Sikkimese historical narrative, which
can be proven by historical method to be inaccurate, is considered
true by many Sikkimese people and that this truth assertion is directly
related to issues of identity as a people. That is, the narrative tradition
acts as a blueprint for Sikkimese society and its historical identity, by
shaping the past into a model for national identity.

4. State, Nation and Nationalism

Whilst this book is undoubtedly about the nature of Sikkimese his
torical narratives and the problems faced when attempting to under
stand history from an academic perspective, it is also about the nature
of state formation in Sikkim. As the above section helps ground this
book in contemporary debates on historical thought as a backdrop to
discussions on the nature of Sikkimese historical narratives, it is also
important to have a similar grounding in academic thought on state
formation and the construction of nations and nationalism, which
should be considered as separate things. This is particularly important
given that Sikkimese historical narratives attempt to define Sikkimese
history as anational histoiy; atopic that will be discussed at length in
chapter seven.

Tliroughout this book I have used the term state' in a rather sim
ple way; an organised political community, which is subsumed under
a government. I include within this definition both states which are
sovereign and states subject to external sovereignty, whereby supreme
authority may reside (sometimes only theoretically) manother politi
cal entity state or polity. Ultimately the state is apolitical entity which
controls the population of an area, which may or may not be defined
territorially, through a system of legitimate power or force, both of
which can be exercised locally and through devolved elites within a

Lincoln 1989: 25.
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hat ™e f and argue
tal to^he o'̂ n^tfo -g-i-tion were fundam!n-
(1971a) on fhe mnH 'he Sikkimese state. Indeed Goldstein's work

udy of ce«l^ of soc^-political stratification in Tibet and his
TibeL VXe? yTr (1971b) and taxation in
kin,ers:cio;:,!t;L, and ro?"'"' -derstanding Sik-and six for details). In addition trthe chapters three
state another key theme in this h i • Sikkimese

of ErLt'G"eCeMl'hf/hoT w' 'he formid^^ble work
argued that there was nothing ^^ '̂onalism (1983). He
the rise of nations and the assodatTrT^ "atural or historical about
nations were the product nfm a . "^t^onalism, and thaternisation and inLstrialisatZ mod-
agrarian societies there was no' radically transformed. In
of culture, given that the primat^T^ Pjomote the homogenisation
collection of taxes and mainfpna state and elites was the
thing we find reflected in the histo'' "Vcm
only available to select elites wh- i, 17 ° Indeed literacy wasliteracy, through the standar^L f '̂ at
possibility of creating "cultural a ^ " script and language, has the
tion (1983: 8). He argues that witl storage and centralisa-
ate homogeneous communication ^ the need to cre-
irrespective of locality became ann'/ be understood
the use of new technology appeared
homogenisation that the natioranf' I '̂ is process of
. Gellner's approach regard I "^t'onalism were born
™ Similar to Hobsbawn and 5an?'"°." national-o radition (see conclusion) These m '̂''scussion of the invention
under criticism from anumber of aTh f""" have come
An hony Smith. Smith (1996 figggn^' notable of who is-ts hke Gellner and Benedict aS ^oth the modern-
product ofmodernisation and indust '°v nationalism as the

'Mustnahsation) and th.

.asons . ha«people. JDetan origins ofthe people and
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(who contended that there is an ever-present essence of nation within
an ethnicity ready to emerge under the right conditions). Smith argues
that the notion of a nation does not liewithin the ethnicity but within
myths, memories, values and symbols. As "There can be no identity
without memory (albeit selective), no collective purpose without myth
and identity, and purpose or destiny are necessary elements of the
concept of a nation." (Smith 1996: 105).

For Smith, before nations there were ethnies—that is, communities
with a collective name, common myth of descent, shared history, cul
ture and perhaps language and territory; these ethnies form the basis
of modern nations. He, therefore, maintains that there is a continua
tion between pre-modern society and modern society. As far asSikkim
is concerned these discussions are somewhat problematic considering
that Sikkim never fully emerged as a nation. However, these discus
sions are important for understanding the construction of historical
narratives and the purposes for which they were written, which was
undoubtedly to create the backdrop for the recognition of Sikkim as
a Nation. As I shall show throughout this book, such preoccupations
often led to the construction ofa history divorced from the facts avail
able in seventeenth century sources.

5. Legitimacy and Tibetan Religio-Political Theories
OF State and Governance

During the period of the formation of the Sikkimese state, legitimacy
was an essential aspect in that process and as such abody of Tibetan
political theory, as well as legitimising historical narratives of origin
(see chapter two and three) developed. These narratives drew upon
Tibetan ideas of the invitation of kings to rule as discussed by Ram
ble (2006) in his article on the principles of Tibetan monarchy. Indie
models of the cakravatin (the universal monarch) and the dharmardja
(Tib. Chos rgyal), and the extension of that idea into the rel.g.o-political
theory of state and governance: chos srid lugssnys. It is these coricepts
that need to be understood when discussing the legitimacy of Tibetan
(broadly defined) states and Sikkim mparticu ar.

Returning to the definition of 'the state in general and its appli-, ° rnnfext one needs to be aware of the politicalca iity to t e i ^jbetans on the one hand, with the reality of
theories developed by the W states on the other. The
the effectiveness (or lack thereor; oi
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defragmented nature of Tibetan states, and the ability of the Tibetan
state (and by this I am referring to the post 1642 Dge lugs pa state)
to exercise control over its constituent parts has been the subject of
much debate over the past forty years beginning with Cassinelli and
Ekvall swork on Sa skya in 1969 and Goldstein's critique of that study
m1971b. Adecade later Geoffrey Samuel entered the fray, in 1982,
with his discussion of Tibet as astateless society, before developing his
argument along the lines ofStanley Tambiah's (1976: 119-123) galactic
polity model (Samuel 1993: 61-62). At the time of writing, the argu
ment on statelessness mTibet has been furthered by another South-
east Asian import: that of James Scotfs zomia concept of non-state

Ws!;, "™^laya has been discussed
We some fT"'"/ ^y James Scott

.-j .u c , ^ ™ communit es in Tibet that fel

t^te nVerL^L^^ —unities wiA little
of socld Ind Dol tS where different formswhich is defined by the°Stomy o'fvaS'.sues for states versus mountainous orTil^y^elgTaXt
the geography LominTtl^by^^^would associate with non-stati SDareT^
is primarily about the formation of astaL T
not really contribute to our understand
and the systems of political organisation fo H I
or Sikkim; though it may heln in a Central Tibet
idity that formed the 'borders' of regions of flu-
as discussed in chapter six. Samnpi' seventeenth century
model is perhaps more relevant to unXr.r '̂̂ "
action between Tibetan polities in , not only, the inter-
the power shift from one political rf7" '̂ '̂ torical period, but also
perhaps now is the time to shift n re to another over time. Yet
'the state' in the Tibetan context fro'n '̂i' definition of
a model that incorporates Tih ^aditional definitions towards
and society. P"""Ples of state, governance

One key religio-political theory is that
theory is centred on the idea that govern I'
the secular world but also the spiritual Unlir
ies where the separation of the spiritual orH

P orders and the political realm
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is the ideal, in Tibetan societies the unification of these two systems
is considered the perfect mode of government, whereby the religious
influences and shapes the political and the political (through sponsor
ship, for example) influences the religious. In this way a political figure
orgovernment is obliged to actively preserve and promote Buddhism;
this is noted through the use of the term mchod yon, the traditional
association between a "religious preceptor-officiant {mchod gnas) and
a secular ruler; yon bdag (Ruegg 2004: 9) or dharmardja. Ruegg and
other scholars have written at some length on this issue (Ruegg 1995
and 1991, Cuppers, 2004, Ehrhard 2004 etc.) and I refer readers to
those writings. What is interesting for this book is the application of
this terminology to the Sikkimese situation. The use of these terms
{mchod yon, lugs gnyis etc.) indicates an interesting event in Sikkimese
politics and one that warrants some explanation. As implied by the
work of Ruegg. mchod yon is the role of, and relation between, theyo«
bdag (royal patron / lay donor) and the mchod gnas (Lama or religious
donee); which he notes as being primarily religious and personal,
rather than an official or institutionalized concept (Ruegg 1997: 857).

While mchod yon does indeed convey this form of personal reli
gious relationship, it would be a mistake to think that it cannot also
be understood, in certain contexts, as also a religio-politica concept,
which can develop into an institutionalized form; as mchod yon also
implicates the two realms of the religious order (as represented by the
recipients of donation-mctod gnas) and the temporal order which
is the domain of political power and the lay community, who act as
sponsors." It is from this relationship between the temporal and spiri
tual spheres of social life, represented as arelationship of patronage,
that we can understand the formation and extraction of aunified re i-
gio-political concept such as lugs gnyis Thns, in asomewhat simph-
fed way. lugs gnyis represents the political mstitutionahzation of themcftod yo« concept ofreligious patronage.

Lugs gnyis is probably best understood as arehgio-political theory
of staifnd society, in which the united terrnories of the political and
religious worlds play a complementary, although not always equal,
role in the formation and direction of policy. Thus certain guarantees

' , . " ^ncr^rchio" of religious establishments was often com-
It isworth noting monastic estates in Sikkim are referred to as

pulsory. Those mi ser attache '(-ontributions' to those monasteries was guaran-
sbyin bdag, despite the fact tna 'leased' from the monastery.
teed through their physical bond to tne
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and concessions are set in place, theoretically, to maintain the balance
and stability of both social orders; and this includes the promotion of
Buddhist traditions, donation of money for the construction of reli
gious sites and rituals. The actual practical application of this system in
Tibet, however, has been characterized by the alternation of political
power between more secular groups and religious groups ofTibetan
political society; leading to vulnerable and highly unstable govern
ments, susceptible to political intrigue and rebellion rather than the
desired result of political and religious stability. This is particularly the
case when different religious groups vie for influence and sponsorship
from prominent and powerful secular leaders. During the seventeenth
century, central Tibet was characterised by this practice of obtaining
political support in order to maintain political influence, and this cer-
tamly had an impact on the formation of the Sikkimese state. How
ever, whilst this system was susceptible to political manipulation by
some religious figures, it has to be understood that this was not a uni
versal practice. Often religious figures did not agree with the political
ambitions of their sponsors and there certainly were sponsors without
political ambitions, who generally believed in the system of lu^s gnyis
and genuindy wished to promote Buddhism. Often it is easy to see
only the political imphcations of this theory (especially when viewed
from contemporary times where religious belief is on the decline), and
forget that mthe past people were also motivated by rehgious belief as
well as political ambition.

ideTrult^r'̂ T ^ the concept of the
this is an und^rV religio-political system. Crucial to
the idea as e ^ A^u ° tantric philosophy, in particular

as he will Pnvpm a a- enlightened status is the ideal ruler,
political figure As^ucVIhe" ŵorldly
governance and the staie (the embodies the dual aspects of
lar way to which medieval
state. Yet, unlike medieval mo" embody the
Ramble recently highlighted (2006^J' kmgship in Tibet, as Charles
and ministers) and was not ^ contractual (between the king
the request of others in H but aburden shouldered at

monarch humanity would Hoc j" Hobbes belief that without a
is remarkable and one lhat state of anarchy

"^l academics working on the definition of
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Tibetan states, governance and kingship should not dismiss so easily.
Whilst, Ramble, notes that the failure ofa Tibetan king to uphold his
side of the contract, could result in regicide or rebellion and thus pre
cludes absolute monarchy, this does not negate the theoretical model
of the cakravMn as the embodiment of lugs gnyis and by extension
the state As such the state and kingship in Tibetan society needs to be
understood as a system of political organisation, which emerges from
the legitimacy of aruler, not only as acakravatin or dharmaraja, but
also through asocial contract between the ruler and the ruled.

That is the theory, and theories are only usefUl when they contrib
ute to our understanding of reality; in this case the political reality of
state formation, governance and kingship in Siffim. That is to say
that the themes of the theoretical models of kingship governance and
state in Tibetan societies can be found in Sikkimese historical sources
from the seventeenth century and it is certain that those themes take
centre stage in the later historical narratives (see chapter one), but
these themes occur for two separate reasons. The appearance of these
themes in seventeenth century sources have to be understood as legiti
mising agents of the newly formed state and monarchy (chapter two)
and not as areflection of political reality; as the political reality ofstatelain "f—nU, «n».T S™" I-
was far more complex and was brought about, not by religious invita
tions to the first Sikkimese Chos rgyal (chapter one), but by conquest,
allian e formation, and the subjugation of the popula ion under thenance rorm historical

figure of the ^ formation of the Sikkimese state as the
narratives is to characterise ui

fruition of divine prophecy.

6. AGuide to the Sources

• ^ cniirres (many of which are reproduced in
™\p°ptdTces)'frm different genres of Tibetan literature includingme appenaicesy n Unnks) lunQ bstan (prophecies), gter ma

(trelsSe te'xtriJ; ^ genealogies), rnam thar (biography).
(legal documents). es g considered as religious lit-
The first three genres no indirectly to religious themes.
erature, in that they r 'byung, rnam thar, and lo rgyus)
Hie second group (rgyal rabs, cno^ / 6
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OirR)^ V these is 'Bras Ijorws rnuit rabs

inTscf i / '• publication of the Bengal Secretariat

f (BMS), written circa 1860. Thus all these sources can

«{d 4";.' i'"rs°.XTe:"in'S;?,"'••
Ine history of British intervention in the Himalnvi K ui

enough with the restoration of Sikkimese land Tn 87 ^

with the Hooker-Campbell controversy of ,S' u'"® '" '
all Sikkimese territory south of the Rangeet River''l7th "l
1849 led Sikkim to surrender its land in the nV controversy of

.rB,„.k»pr=rr.L-"£r::!£:

' Also known as the Treaty of TimMs. Cc^ xx i
B-9 for a reproduction ofThis was the Ko Ta rebellion of 1828 TV.^ d 1

todianship of Namgyal Institute of Tibetoiosy com? "ow under the cus-
P™™'gations regarding this evem th 'Tv """"r "" ^"''̂ ••esting letterstamed .n the oldest Lepcha documents (see Spril; Pt'T'

In the penod after the land grant for S®?'
kimese subjects Hed to Darjeehng to seerref i«ued many Sik^

""^ '̂dered criminals unT q"?,'''"' Sikkimese
lc:'̂ irs1S::::,Ta':'t '̂' -"'e-nt an"X"i::7- '"f
brbTunX"sTtt ' " 'a^d-Vowevf'tr and^cul.itatioTof
ing as British territory and thi^ ,1 f"""' British, however 1„ -5^ an annual
in bonded labour we7e consifed ^ ITierefore Sikl
slavery legislation introduced in the RrV ^"r g'vengovernment feared the depopuL »" IAu^u^ 18^ ^ '

"f's-.'s'zu.,, „
vlncouvw '̂ "g"™Shel?L"the"i?'̂ "•«="y "t thecouver. This paper ,s due to be published in Mulhr^f?!^ Columbia,

"dra (ed) in press.
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placed serious restrictions on the Government of Sikkim. However,
it was not until the 1880s that Sikkim was reduced to a protectorate^
with the real power being wielded by the British 'representative': the
first Political Officer; John Claude White.

It was within the historical context of British involvement in the
Himalaya'̂ that the three sources, to be discussed in this chapter, were
written. The earliest source (SMS) was written by a Sikkimese monk,
and survives now only as a copy in the compilation Sbas yul bras mo
Ijongs gnas yig dang rgyal rabs bzhugs 50, edited by Gung rdo rje in
1972. In the compilation this text, which is 14 folios in length, follows
directly after PSLG, and like the latter is written ina cursive script. The
copied text also contains numerous errata, much like PSLG (MuUard
2005a). The original manuscript was written by one Skal bzang chos
dbyings, the 'Vajra Master [rdo rje slob dpon) of Rig 'dzin mchog
grub gling monastery (Do/Stod lung monastery), at sometime during
the 1860s.

The second source which is used below in the amalgamated nar
rative is GoS. I have refrained from relying on this source and have
only referred to it when it provides an interesting insight or different
information from the more common account ofBGi^. The sections of
interest are the opening 16 pages of the historical section and parts
of the introduction to Ga5. It is generally believed that the majority
ofthe information found in this historical summary was taken from an
earlier text, accredited to either the G.yang thang or the La sogs dpon
po,^ and a number of oral histories and earlier fragmentary sources

T^^^l^ory of the British protectorate over Sikkim is long and detailed for further
information see: NIT; 68-83. interesting overview of British-Tibetan

For further details: McKay >expedition era. The history of British involve-
relations in the post Younghus interactions with the Sikkimese. Prior to
ment mTibet begins ultimate y ,, . government had attempted to negotiate
the Younghusband expedition, Rrifish. This placed the Sikkimese in a difficult
^ith the Tibetans, on behalf j British. In the early 1880s Sikkimese
position both in regards to the ^ j ^pro-British stance, depending on the
politics oscillated between a \ , f^^Hons within the Sikkimese aristocracy. The
relative ascendancy ofvarious po 1ic brother the Pho gdong Lama [also spelt
Kang gsar pa minister in u.^ negotiating directly with the British, who
Pho brangl undermined royal ^" '̂'"^^genient ultimately led to the declining for-
viewed them as potential f (.^e establishment of the British protectorate,
tunes ofthe Sikldmese monarchy an subject ofan earlier article: Mallard

' This family (the Brag dkar pa) has bee
2003b.
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such as SMPd79 (1819)» and the Padma g.yang rtse history (which is
rented to have been destroyed during the Nepal-Sikkim war).

The final source is BGR, which as noted above was written in 1908.
^ere is an English translation by 'Kazi Dousandup" (sic),' aTibeto-

administration. There

nXf i" the Sikkimese
fhtubVl fxTn ^ "^"'her of Bhutan, and in
to MthHo? The original manuscript is accreditedto Mthu stobs rnam rgyal and his wife Ye shes sgrol ma the kins and

sgTl^ml Whilst most scholars believe that Ye shes
£ Z """"8 'his historical work.

2. The Tibetan Migration Narrative

At present there is little eviHpnr^ • j-
the Tibeto-Sikkimese population who
we can say with some degree of certain't^ th I™'
different migrations to Sikkim whirh j®' ^ f^hahly
that these waves of '""^s. andot immigration into Greater-Sikkim" came from

collected and digitised by the Sikkimese MatT'"'̂ (SMPd) are documents that were
rent mcarnation of the earlier Sikkimese Man n™'"' 2004-2005. The cur-Archive Project in which documents from th c"!!?' Sikkimese Royal
to w!fh"^ ®"'''0graphy of this book th Palace were digitised and
from fh ""fl'̂ ring systems- PD ( T'" documents referred
uHf fh. c'S""' "nd SMPd (reforina document specifically

"^k '̂ ^"script Project). ® documents collected during the
tok re^dency and who worked under Charles Bell at the Gang-

fills IS the famous Barmiok Cnllp^t-

exile of the manuscripts were microfilmed and Gangtok) from where
fn ĥ u Densapa presented an published. After the

H there still is a Densapa coIIp ofimportant Tibetan worksunder these titles: Rai Bahadur. BarmiorfBar mi Z?' ^^^^apa is also known
®[this family; they are of LepchJan Barmiok refers to the

Greater-Sikkim' denotes the wider ancestry.
contemporary boundaries of the state) ^^^ich may fall outside the

gion of the eastern Himalaya stretching
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many different locations both within Tibet and along the Himalayan
ranges, and continued well into the twentieth century.For example
there are a number of clans in Sikkim that claim or can trace their
ancestry to regions ofBhutan, such as Ha and Spa gro. Similarly there
are clans who are associated with noble families or petty rulers of
the Sa skya-Yuan period of Tibetan history (c. 1256-1366). Whilst
some cases are little more thanspurious claims to enhance the histori
cal depth, and thus respectability, of the lineage, other claims are more
believable, if not wholly accurate. These different movements ofpeo
ple from both Tibet and across the Himalaya make it almost impos
sible to locate a particular region from where the Tibeto-Sikkimese as
the collective ethnicity', portrayed in contemporary political move
ments, originated.

As noted in the introductory chapter ofthis book, there is a distinct
problem with establishing suitable ethnonyms for the populations in
Sikkim. This dilemma has been caused, in part, by contemporary polit
ical designations which have led to the overarching terms of Bhutia.
Lho po and 'Bras Ijongs pa being applied to most people speaking
Tibetan dialects with the notable exception of Tibetan refugees and
Nepali immigrants (Sherpa etc.)." Such political designations paste a
veneer of homogeneity over what is, in reaUty. arather more complex
situation, based on clan structures and origin histories. As is noted
in the discussion of Sikkimese clan (Appendix II) Aere are well over
thirty clans and twenty sub-clans in Sikkim (Lepcha and Limbu are
excluded) Some of these clan names provide hints to the origins,
occupations or religious persuasions of Ae original proto-clan. while
others are merely the names of the earliest known ancestors. How
ever. out of these clans and their associated origin stories only twelve
clans and two sub-clans are referred to as being of pure descent
i.e. descended from the protagonist, or his followers, in the dominarn

.;;;;:^ershed of the Arun in we. east.
the Mchod rten nyi ma range refueees after the Chinese occupation ofTibet

Excluding the migration or i ^oygment ofTibetans from eastern Tibet dur-
there seems to have been asubstan -ggjons close to the Sikkim-Bhutan border,
•ng the 1920s. These migrants set e j political climate many of the groups

It should be noted here tna Bhutia orDenjongpa in order to reap the
mentioned above have taken the Scheduled Castes and Tribes. Accord-
benefits associated with being a me receive benefits from state-led affirmative
ing to the Indian Constitution such groups
action programs. r . and sub-clans seeappendbc II.

For the names and details or incac
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